LIST OF THEOLOGY BOOKS NEEDED AT MZUZU UNIVERSITY

SUBJECT: African Theology


**SUBJECT: Sociology of Religion**

**SUBJECT: African Philosophy**


**SUBJECT: Research Methods in Theology and Religious Studies**


**SUBJECT: Religion and Environmental Issues**


**SUBJECT: Church History**


Fiedler, Klaus, “The Charismatic and Pentecostal Movements in Malawi in Cultural Perspective”, in Religion in Malawi, no. 9, November 1999.

Fiedler, Klaus, Missions as the Theology of the Church, Mzuzu: Mzuni Press, 2012.

Fiedler, Klaus, Teaching Church History in Malawi, Zomba: Kachere, 2005.


Fraser, Agnes R., Donald Fraser of Livingstonia, London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1934.


Fraser, Donald, Winning a Primitive People, London: Seeley Service, 1914.

Fraser, R.A., Donald Fraser of Livingstonia, London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1934.

Fuller, L.K., Going to the Nations: An Introduction to Cross-Cultural Missions, Jos: Nigeria Evangelical Missionary Institute, 1993.


**SUBJECT: Old Testament**


Deist F 1996. *Words from a far*, Tafelberg:Cape Town


Fohrer. 1986 Introduction to the Old Testament. SPCK: London

Gunkel H.1987 The Prophets or writers and poets in Petersen. D (ed) Prophecy in Israel
SPCK: London

Petersen DL (ed) Prophecy in Israel. SPCK. London, pp 122-143


SUBJECT: Fiscal Management


Learning. London.
Dopson, R, I, And Hayes, Kd. 2009.Managerial Accounting For Hospitality Industry’ John
Wily And Sons: New Jersey.
Boston.
Open.
James, Mr. 2009. Principles Of Financial Managerial Accounting. South-West Cengage
Learning. London.
. London.
A Strategic Approach.
London.
Kampala.

**SUBJECT: Project Management**

Education. Boston
London.
Graham, R,J And Englund RI.1997Creating An Environment For Successful Project. Jossey-
Bass. San Francisco.

**SUBJECT: Conflict Management**

Ghabra, Z  Five Tips For Avoiding Conflict In Workplace.

SUBJECT: Human Resource Management


**SUBJECT: Strategic Management**


**Guidance and Counselling**


**Missiology**
Carey, William, *An Enquiry into the Obligation of Christians to use means for the conversion of the Heathens*, Leicester: Ann Ireland, 1792. [can be downloaded from the web]


**Islam**


**NOTE:** Any book in Theology book is welcome.